
Message

From: Kimberly Wall [kwall@bbity.com]

on behalf of Kimberly Wall <kwall@bbity.com> [kwall@bbity.com]

Sent: 3/30/2004 6:31:46 PM

To: Milton Diaz [mdiaz@bbity.com]; 'Nicole Nestel [nnestel@bbity.com]

Subject: RE: Friday conference call - 4/2/04

Thursday morning I'll be in Burbank.

The schedule you outlined for the week of the 16th works for me.

OR, perhaps we should consider Nicole and I to going to Boston next week instead of a week later, not so
much for testing but for building.

Perhaps this will push Navic into developing an XML generator. We have no way to know if the Namespaces
are correct without the data and we are basically building this application blind. If Nicole is going to
write the XML herself, it would be easier to walk down the hall to have it checked rather than wait 24
hours.

Nicole can expand on this idea. I'm just throwing it out there.
Call me if you want to discuss.
aloha,
kw

Milton Diaz <mdiaz@bbitv.com> wrote:

Oops, I just remembered that I have a luncheon meeting with an investor on Friday - that is why I am
leaving on Thursday instead of Friday....We will have to postpone, or perhaps conduct it on Thursday
instead. I may have to cancel that as well, depending on meetings, but if it remains clear, is Thursday
morning OK?

Side note: It looks like I have to be in Boston for a VC meeting the morning of April 16th. Perhaps we
should target having you guys be at Navic Weds - Fri of that week, and I would fly in late weds/early
Thursday to join you for Thursday. Let's give it some thought.

mdp

 Original Message 
From: wmoratin [mailto:wmoratin@bbitv.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2004 5:18 PM
To: Nicole Nestel; 'Milton Diaz'; kwall@bbitv.com
Subject: Friday conference call - 4/2/04

The dial in for Friday at 9:00 a.m. Hawaii time is:

1-888-483-2664 9785#

1 hr duration

Wanda Moratin

Broadband iTV, Inc.

Pioneer Plaza, Suite 955
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